
2013 marks the centenary of ABB’s involve-
ment in power electronics. Power elec-
tronics have become ever-present in a 
vast range of applications ranging from 
large high-voltage DC transmission (HVDC) 
installations - transmitting gigawatts over 
thousands of kilometers - to everyday 
household devices. 
The development of power electronics was 
driven by the desire to convert electricity

from one frequency or voltage level to 
another without having to resort to moving, 
maintenance-intensive mechanical parts. 
In the early days, converters used mercu-
ry-arc rectifiers, which were replaced by 
semiconductors in the 1950s and 1960s. 
Throughout its 100 year history, ABB has 
been a pioneer of both power electronic 
technology and its applications.
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BBC’s first mercury-arc rectifier in the University Children’s Hospital in Zurich, Switzerland.
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From electricity to power electronics 
The early years of the commercial use of electricity were marked by competition 
between Edison’s DC and Tesla’s AC distribution technologies, a battle that the lat-
ter ultimately won. Whereas many applications are well suited to AC, there are also 
uses for which DC remains indispensable, thus requiring a means of converting AC 
to DC. From an early stage in the development of electrical systems, inventors were 
seeking to convert AC to DC (rectification) and DC to AC (inversion), as well as to 
create variable output from fixed input (e.g. for variable-speed drives). Most power 
electronic applications today can still be placed in one of these three categories.
Precursor technologies for AC to DC conversion were the motor-generator (a motor 
and a generator fixed to a common drive shaft) and the contact converter (a con-
verter featuring fast-moving externally-activated mechanical contacts). One notable 
weakness was that the waveform of the AC output was not a sine wave but a rect-
angle. This drawback was shared with many power-electronic circuits. Overcoming 
this was to be one of the major points of progress in the area of modern power 
electronics.

The mercury-arc valves
Following the findings of Humphry Davy, a British chemist and inventor, who showed 
in the early years of the 19th century that an electric arc could be created by pass-
ing current through two touching rods and then drawing them apart, the American 
inventor, Percy C. Hewitt, demonstrated in 1902 a setup with one electrode made 
of mercury and the other of steel (carbon in later versions), enclosed in a glass bulb 
containing mercury vapor. An interesting property was that current would conduct 
from the carbon to the mercury electrode but not vice versa. Whereas the pool of 
mercury readily emitted electrons once the arc was ignited, the carbon anode did 
not to any appreciable extent (in the operating temperature range). The mercury 
vapor was ionized by the arc, and the bombardment of mercury ions onto the cath-
ode generated sufficient heat to sustain its continued emission of electrons. The 
mercury-arc valve was born, and with it, power electronics.

Manufacture of mercury-arc rectifiers
In 1908, the Hungarian engineer Béla B. Schäfer began research on mercury-arc 
valves for the Frankfurt based company H&B (Hartmann & Braun). As H&B’s main 
business was the manufacture of scientific instruments and the company had little 
experience with industrial high-current applications, a joint venture was created with 
Swiss-based BBC (Brown, Boveri & Cie) in 1913. The new company was called 
GELAG (Gleichrichter AG) and was based in Glarus, Switzerland.  GELAG was main-
ly concerned with research and development, with BBC manufacturing the valves 
in Baden, Switzerland. In 1916, BBC also commenced production in Mannheim, 
Germany (read more on page 3).

From mercury-arc to hybrid breaker 
(part 1)
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At least those of you who visited 
us at PCIM Nuremberg last month 
know that this year ABB celebrates 
its 100 years involvement in power 
electronics … and the others after 
reading this Newsletter as it is 
devoted to this centenary. It was 
in 1913 when Brown, Boveri & 
Cie (BBC) began the manufacture 
and sales of mercury-arc rectifiers. 
BBC’s first mercury-arc rectifier 
was installed in the University Chil-
dren’s Hospital in Zurich, Switzer-
land, as shown on the cover page 
picture. The mercury-arc rectifier 
is the device in the middle. The 
equipment on the left side is to run 
the vacuum pump and the one on 
the right side is to transform the 
AC voltage. Mercury-arc rectifiers 
were sold until the beginning of the 
1960s whereas development, pro-
duction and sales of semiconductor 
devices began in the mid 1950s. 
ABB’s latest development using 
our high-power semiconductors is 
the hybrid breaker, a breakthrough 
that solved a 100 years old puzzle 
(see Newsletter 1-13). Read more 
about   ABB’s 100 years history in 
power electronics on pages 2, 3, 6 
and 7. The text is based on Andy 
Moglestue’s original article, which 
can be read in “ABB Review”, issue 
June 2013.
Besides this don’t miss our im-
pressions from PCIM on page 5 
which again was very successful. 
Learn on the same page that our 
test systems are available also for 
external customers  and update 
yourself on pages 4 and 5 on our 
latest product information: prod-
ucts in the pipeline, new qualified 
products, phased out and obsolete 
products.
Last but not least and whatever 
weather, I wish you a great sum-
mer!

Yours, Christoph Holtmann

Christoph Holtmann

Communications Manager

Editorial
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Figure 1    Production facility for mercury-arc rectifiers in Lampertheim, Germany.
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In 1921, production was transferred to 
a larger factory in Lampertheim, Ger-
many, and was joined by a second site 
that same year when BBC acquired 
the Berlin-based Gleichrichter GmbH 
(founded in 1919). 
BBC took over H&B’s stake in GELAG 
in the 1920s, and finally dissolved the 
latter in 1939, absorbing its activities 
into the parent company. Later, H&B 
also became part of ABB’s heritage: the 
company was acquired by Elsag Bailey 
in 1995, which itself became part of 
ABB in 1999.
The first mercury-arc rectifiers were 
made of glass (Figure 2). Due to the 
glass’ low thermal conductivity and 
hence the restricted power capability, 
steel tanks were adapted instead with 
increasing power ratings. 
The market for mercury-arc valves 
boomed, and with it BBC’s production. 
The company assumed a leading posi-
tion in the development of the technol-
ogy. 
Whereas operation of such a valve 
could be sustained only under certain 
conditions, it could not start-up without 
aid. By providing a starting electrode, 
the ability to trigger conduction at an 
arbitrary point in time selective switch-
ing was made possible.
Starting in 1930, development of 
switchable valves began, enabling 
phase-fired controls (these valves ful-
filled the same functionality that is today 
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Figure 2    Six-anode glass mercury-arc rectifier. 
Laboratory device produced at BBC's electron 
tube factory in Baden, Switzerland, in 1937. 
Shown at our booth at PCIM 2013.

Figure 3    At the 1939 Swiss National Exhibition in 
Zurich, BBC demonstrated DC transmission using 
mercury-arc converters.

Industrade Co., Ltd., which stands for 
“Industry and Trade”, was established 
in 1988 in Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of 
China. The company is a professional 
representative and stocking distribu-
tor for international companies in the 
field of power electronics and thermal 
production equipment and today serves 
the market with 13 employees.

In the field of power electronics, Indus-
trade provides power components such 
as high power semiconductors from 
ABB Switzerland, current and voltage 
sensors from ABB France as well as 
power semiconductors from IXYS. Fur-
ther, it works in partnership with Plexim 
GmbH in Zurich, Switzerland, distrib-
uting their piece-wise linear electrical 
circuit simulation (PLECS) software 
and with Typhoon-HIL GmbH, a Swiss 
manufacturer of real-time emulators for 
power electronics, respectively.

With respect to thermal production 
equipment, Industrade represents Na-
bertherm GmbH, a German manufac-
turer of high temperature industrial fur-
naces for glass, arts & crafts, advanced 
materials, laboratory, dental, thermal 
process technology and foundry.

Due to the growing demand for green 
energy, Industrade plans to expand its 
business into the solar, wind and elec-
tric vehicle markets.

Industrade high quality products en-
hance the performance of its custom-
ers’ products.

Portrait:
ABB Distributor

Industrade Co. Ltd.performed by thyristors - they can be 
switched-on arbitrarily, but must wait for 
the current to reach zero to extinguish). 
By connecting them in an H-bridge, a 
line-commutated inverter can be made. 
As the term “rectifier” became increas-
ingly incorrect in view of such new appli-
cations, in 1934, BBC began referring to 
its valves collectively as “mutators”.
With both rectifier and converter func-
tionality now feasible, BBC built a tem-
porary demonstration line for the 1939 
Swiss National Fair and Exhibition. The 
500kW, 50kV DC link had a converter 
station at either end and transmitted 
electricity 25km from Wettingen to the 
company’s exhibition pavilion in Zurich 
using a single pole cable (Figure 3). This 
link was a precursor of today’s HVDC 
technology.
The manufacture of mercury-arc recti-
fiers continued until the mid-1960s. 
It was replaced by another revolution 
in power electronics: the power semi-
conductors. The advantages of power 
semiconductors included greater power 
density and speeds, lower weight and 
losses as well as avoiding the toxic 
aspects of handling mercury. 
(read more on pages 6 and 7)
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4.5 kV IGCT diodes:
–   Tvj up to 140 °C
–   very soft switching
–   suitable for HPT-IGCTs

4.5 kV dual diode:
–   1200 A  dual diode
–   Suitable for companion diode for
  5SNA 1200G450300 in 3 levels or
 chopper topologies

4.5 kV StakPak:
–   2000 A press-pack IGBT module
–   Suitable for series connection in  
 very high power applications such  
 as HVDC and Facts

Product features 

Products in the pipeline 
BiMOS and bipolar

5.5kV Diode:
–  Alloyed technology with excellent
    surge current ratings
–  Operating temperature from -40 °C  
    up to 190 °C

–  Reduced clamping force requirements
    due to smaller diode diameter
–  Target market:  industry and   
    traction

4

Part Nr. Voltage Current Configuration Housing Samples

5SDD 55L5500 5000 V 5500 A rectifier diode L housing contact factory

5STF 28H2060 2000 V 2667 A fast switching 

thyristor

H housing contact factory

Product features

New qualified products 
BiMOS and bipolar
Part Nr. Voltage Current Configuration Housing

5SDF 20L4520 4500 V 2010 A fast recovery L

5SDF 28L4520 4500 V 2750 A fast recovery L

5SLD 1200J450350 4500 V 1200 A dual diode HiPak1

5SNA 1300K450300 4500 V 1300 A StakPak K

5SNA 2000K450300 4500 V 2000 A StakPak K
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The table below shows our approximate 
current lead times. In general the lead 
times remained more or less the same 
as reported in March. Note, however, 
that the HiPak modules’ lead time re-
duced to 2 to 4 weeks, the fast recovery 
and medium frequency thyristors’ lead 
time increased to 8 to 10 weeks and 
some reverse conducting IGCTs have 
a lead time of approximately 28 weeks. 
The detailed lead time indicator was 
sent to our official distributors last week. 

 − PCTs   5 – 8 weeks*
 − Diodes  5 – 10 weeks* 
 − Welding diode  4 – 10 weeks*
 − IGCTs  5 – 6 weeks*
 − GTOs  5 – 6 weeks*
 − HiPaks  2 – 4 weeks*
 − StakPaks  4 – 12 weeks*
 − IGBT & diode dies 2 – 8 weeks*

*) The lead times above are estimates 
and are not guaranteed. For exact lead 
times, please contact your ABB Semi-
conductors’ sales contact or our local 
distributor.

Phased-out products
BiMOS and bipolar

Obsolete products
BiMOS and bipolar

Material Last Deliveries

5SHX 26L4510 March 2013

5SHX 19L6010 March 2013

5SHY 35L4510 March 2013

5SNA 1500E330300 April 2013

5SNG 0250P330300 April 2013

5SLX  12L2515 Nov. 2013

5SMX  12L2516 Nov. 2013

Material Replaced by

5SMX 76E1264 5SMX 76E1280

5SMX 86E1264 5SMX 86E1280

5SMX 86E1274 5SMX 86E1280

5SMY 12M6500 5SMY 12M6501

5SMY 12N4500 5SMY 12N4501

5SHX 26L4510 5SHX 26L4520

5SHX 19L6010 5SHX 19L6020

5SHY 35L4510     5SHY 35L4520

5SHY 35L4512 5SHY 35L4522

Lead time indicator
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ABB power semiconductor test systems

With more than 30 years of experi-
ence, ABB designs and manufactures 
CE compliant customized test systems, 
covering the entire range of high power 
semiconductors. Presently, over 70 test 
systems are in operation for routine 
and reliability measurements of power 
semiconductors. Some test systems 
have been in operation for more than 
15 years. Most of the test systems 
were produced for internal use. Upon 
request, ABB offers both test systems, 
maintenance and service also to exter-
nal customers.
Thanks to our close proximity to semi-
conductor development, application 
and production, we are highly quali-
fied to provide test systems that meet 
customers’ needs. Easy integration into 
efficient automated handling equip-
ment and software that is compatible to 
commercial control systems as manu-
facturing execution systems (MES) and 
computer-aided quality assurance (CAQ) 
are among the designed-in features of 
the test equipment.

ABB offers static and dynamic test sys-
tems for diodes, phase control thyris-
tors (PCTs), bi-directionally controlled 
thyristors (BCTs), switching and reverse 
conducting thyristors, gate turn-off 
thyristors (GTOs), integrated gate-com-
mutated thyristors (IGCTs), as well as 
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) 
dies (picture above), substrates, sub-
modules and modules. Our test systems 
cover the range of up to 14 kilovolts 
and 10 kiloamperes and use state of 
the art configurable stray inductances 
down to 60 nanohenry. During testing, 
the clamped device can be precisely 
heated up to 200 °C for production 
systems or cooled down to -40 °C in an 
environmental chamber for engineering 
systems. The clamping units can handle 
devices up to 240 millimeter in diameter 
and can apply a clamping force of up to 
240 kilonewton. ABB recently installed 
the next generation of IGCT test system 
in production, able to test devices with 
the highest current and voltage ratings 
on the market.

Process change notifications
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PCN Nr. Part Nr. Subject Deadline for acceptance

PCT 12-08 5STP 25L5200 

5STP 25M5200

design improvement February 2013

PCT 13-01 PCT, BCT and PCD matrix code on devices March 2013

IGCT 13-01 IGCT, GTO, FRD matrix code on devices March 2013
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PCIM Europe – Power Conversion and 
Intelligent Motion – is the most im-
portant exhibition on power electronic 
components worldwide and ABB Semi-
conductors participated for the 16th 

time. PCIM took place in Nuremberg, 
Germany, from May 14 to 16 and at-
tracted close to 8,000 visitors this year, 
a significant increase of 15 percent. 
Close to 400 exhibitors, more than 50 
percent from abroad, displayed the lat-
est developments and trends in power 
electronics, intelligent drive technology, 
renewable energy and energy manage-
ment.
The news we announced and promoted 
this year were: 

 − the latest 6-inch reverse conducting 
integrated gate-commutated thyris-
tor (IGCT), capable to block 4,500 
volts and to switch 8,000 amperes, 
representing the highest switching 
capacity in one single reverse con-
ducting device

 − the expansion of our rectifier diode 
family with devices achieving higher 
performance in smaller housings

 − our new 1700 volt SPT++ IGBT and 
diode chip-sets with a full switching 
safe operating area (SOA) of up to 
175 °C operation temperature and 
15 percent lower conduction losses 
than SPT+ 

 − new packaging technologies for 
power IGBT modules featuring high-
er reliability through low temperature 
bonding with nano particles, ultra-
sonic welding of electrical contacts 
and optimized thermal and electrical 
layouts.

Besides presenting our latest products 
and technologies, we also met custom-
ers, prospects and suppliers from all 
over the world, explored and observed 
market trends and monitored the com-
petition’s activities.

ABB Semiconduc-
tors at PCIM Europe 
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Leon some trog moniuseend up, a and 
cat, I derestere he’d Jim tood younto hat 
– st the baddliess, ang tim that – sture 
noted. And betty. Sim, abod the atinner 
ted shund st, Smiler as an’t offerse was 
sh and ned jess miley was if Prog. Web-
suit thrould go to hat withis than’t fold 
he ancoult, saystoor was bly to bet; her-
curnev. Sminquar the der thing. He blince, 
aller and thed seeley tor. And oner son’ 
ang the cowitrager wo me. And gelev. I 
that arenche ways, the dasn’l hould leake 
yead. Leon some trog moniuseend up, a 
and cat, I derestere he’d Jim tood younto 
hat – st the baddliess, ang tim that – sture 
noted. And betty. Sim, abod the atinner 
ted shund st, Smiler as an’t offerse was 
sh and ned jess miley was if Prog. 

Websuit thrould go to hat withis than’t 
fold he ancoult, saystoor was bly to bet; 
hercurnev. Sminquar the der thing. He 
blince, aller and thed seeley tor. And 
oner son’ ang the cowitrager wo me. 
And gelev. I that arenche ways, the 
dasn’l hould leake yead. Leon some 
trog moniuseend up, a and cat, I dere-
stere he’d Jim tood younto hat – st the 
baddliess, ang tim that – sture noted. 
And betty. Sim, abod the atinner ted 
shund st, Smiler as an’t offerse was sh 

Semiconductors 
A simple example of a semiconductor 
device is a diode. A p-zone adjoins an 
n-zone on the same crystal. Current 
can flow from the p- to the n-zone. If 
a reverse voltage is applied, charge 
carriers are depleted from the junction 
area and conduction ceases. In order 
to create switchable valves, a method 
was required to externally trigger con-
ductivity. In 1947, Bell Laboratories 
created the first transistor, a switch that 
was controlled by voltage. The inven-
tion of the transistor kicked off a rapid 
and highly visible development culmi-
nating in the remarkable revolution in 
communications and data processing. 
Less obvious but equally spectacular is 
another semiconductor revolution that 
occurred in parallel in the domain of 
power electronics: the ability to trans-
form, control and convert electricity. For 
example today’s data and communica-
tions devices and their highly integrated 
microprocessor chips would be of little 
use without power-electronic circuits 
delivering the power, charging their 
batteries and keeping data centers and 
communications links running without 
which social networks and other online 
services could not function. Similarly, 
today’s boom in renewable energy and 
the resultant reduction of emissions 
would not be possible without power-
electronic converters assuring reliable 
and affordable grid connectivity.  
It took many decades of development to 
make this feasible. Both BBC and ASEA 
commenced semiconductor develop-
ment in the early 1950s, with BBC’s 
first rectifier diodes (rated 100 V, 100 A) 
coming onto the market in 1954 (Fig.1). 

From mercury-arc to hybrid breaker 
(part 2)
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Figure 1    ABB developed the first germanium 
diodes in 1954.

These and other early semiconduc-
tors were made of germanium, but the 
material was found to be unsuitable for 
power applications due to constraints in 
terms of blocking voltage and tempera-
ture. It was soon displaced by silicon.

Thyristor
An early switchable power semiconduc-
tor was the thyristor, whose principle 
was proposed by William Shockley in 
1950. A thyristor is similar to the pn-di-
ode described previously, but with addi-
tional layers inserted between the outer 
p- and n-zones. These layers normally 
prevent conduction, but the injection of 
current at a third contact called the gate 
floods this area with charge carriers, 
enabling current to flow if a forward volt-
age exists between anode and cathode. 
Once triggered, the replenishment of 
charge carriers is self-sustaining, mean-
ing the trigger current can be removed. 
Conduction does not cease until the 
current drops below a critical value. The 
device can thus be used for line-com-
mutated inversion (Figure 2), but not for 
self-commutation.

GTO
Production of gate turn-off thyristors 
(GTOs) commenced in the mid 1980s. A 
GTO is a thyristor that can be turned off 
by applying a current to the gate in the 
reverse direction. The ability to pro-
duce devices that were able to switch 
off without an artificial zero crossing 
helped expand the scope of application 
of power semiconductors, enabling for 
example DC-DC converters and self-
commutated inverters.

Semiconductor production
BBC’s early semiconductor production 
was at Ennetbaden, Switzerland. BBC 
established a modern semiconductor 
factory at Lampertheim in the late 1960s 
and sought to concentrate all manu-
facturing there. However, some of the 
production at Ennetbaden (mostly devel-
opment activities and pilot production, 
but also modest levels of production) 
was transferred to Birr, Switzerland, and 
moved to a new factory at Lenzburg, 
Switzerland, in 1981 (cont. on page 7).

100 years of power 
electronics 
Milestones in history

1913 BBC begins development and 
production of mercury-arc rectifiers

1915 BBC mercury-arc rectifiers used in 
the Limmattal Tramline Zurich - Dietikon, 
Switzerland

1921 Opening of BBC production facility 
for mercury-arc rectifiers in Lampertheim, 
Germany

1938 First locomotive using multi-anode 
mercury-arc rectifiers from BBC Mannheim, 
Germany

1939 First HVDC transmission line (pilot 
installation) Wettingen - Zurich, Switzerland

1954 BBC develops the first germanium 
diode

1954 First commercial HVDC transmission 
line connecting Gotland island with the 
Swedish mainland (ASEA). 

1964 First locomotive using BBC silicon 
diodes (RE 4/4 Series 161, BLS)

1981 Inauguration of BBC high power 
semiconductor factory in Lenzburg, 
Switzerland

1988 ASEA (Sweden) and BBC 
(Switzerland) merge to form ABB (Asea 
Brown Boveri)

1998 Inauguration of new BiMOS factory 
in Lenzburg , Switzerland

2010 Inauguration of expanded production 
facility at ABB Semiconductors in Lenzburg, 
Switzerland

2010 Acquisition of semiconductor factory 
Polovodice in Prague, Czech Republic

2012 Successful design and development 
of ABB's hybrid HVDC breaker

2013 Ground-breaking for new high power 
semiconductor development lab in Baden-
Dättwil, Switzerland
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Following the merger of ASEA and BBC 
to form ABB in 1988, the Lampertheim 
site was sold to IXYS.
At the time, semiconductor manufactur-
ing was not recognized as a business 
in its own right within ABB, but was 
perceived as an activity required for the 
support of other product areas, such as 
drives or HVDC. Product development 
and investment was thus largely driven 
by the needs of ABB’s other businesses. 
In the early 1990s the business changed 
into a standalone activity, directly com-
peting with other semiconductor manu-
facturers on the outside market.

IGBT
A new BiMOS factory opened in Lenz-
burg in 1998, specifically tailored for the 
manufacture of insulated gate bipolar 
transistors (IGBTs). The introduction 
of IGBTs represented a fresh leap in 
terms of manufacturing complexity and 
the technologies involved. An IGBT is 
a power semiconductor controlled by 
voltage rather than current as for a GTO 
- this also reduces the power and space 
requirements of the gate unit, permitting 
more compact and lightweight convert-
ers. IGBTs are also more inherently stable 
than GTOs, reducing the need for protec-
tive circuitry, and are furthermore capable 
of faster operation, permitting higher 
switching frequencies.

IGCT
To also make hard-switching capability 
available for higher power classes, ABB 
pioneered the integrated gate-commutat

ed thyristor (IGCT) in the mid 1990s. 
Developed on the basis of GTO tech-
nology, the new device was supported 
by an integrated low-inductance gate 
unit, guarating much faster switching 
than conventional GTOs. This develop-
ment was remarkable as it occurred at 
a time that other manufacturers were 
withdrawing from GTO development, 
assuming the technology had no future. 
ABB further strengthened its mar-
ket presence with the acquisition of 
the Czech semiconductor company, 
Polovodiče, in 2010. This gave ABB a 
second manufacturing site. At the same 
time, capacity at Lenzburg was again 
increased with the construction of a 
further factory (Figure 3).

BiGT 
The latest development of the IGBT 
family is the bi-mode insulated gate 
transistor (BiGT), an IGBT that inte-
grates the reverse conducting diode in 
a highly space saving manner. The BiGT 
is an important technology for one of 
ABB’s most significant announcements 
of recent decades: the hybrid HVDC 
breaker (see Newsletter 1-13).

The hybrid HVDC breaker is yet a further 
example of semiconductors finding their 
way into entirely new uses and thus a 
further proof that, throughout its 100 
year history, ABB has been a pioneer of 
both power electronic technology and 
its applications.

Note 
We reserve all rights in this document and in the
subject matter and illustrations contained therein.
Any reproduction, disclosure to third parties or
utilization of its contents – in whole or in parts – is
forbidden without prior written consent of ABB AG.
Copyright© 2013 ABB
All rights reserved

For more information please contact:

ABB Switzerland Ltd.
Semiconductors
Fabrikstrasse 3
5600 Lenzburg, Switzerland
Phone:  +41 58 586 1419
Fax:  +41 58 586 1306
E-Mail:  abbsem@ch.abb.com

www.abb.com/semiconductors
m.abb.com
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   “High current rectifier diodes for       
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 power electronic applications”
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 “Introduction to ABB’s new 6-inch  
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Figure 2    First locomotive using ABB silicon 
thyristors, 1967.

Figure 3   Inauguration of expanded production 
facility at ABB Semiconductors in Lenzburg, 
Switzerland, 2010.


